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Makala Wahini
Detective Wahini is one of Hawaii's finest detectives, but her investigative skills

are second only to her uncanny ability to intuit her reckless partner, Halulu

(Hal) Okole's every move. She has saved Hal's life no less than thirty six times,
a debt she won't let him forget when the bar tab arrives. Makala is vivacious,

independent and strong, is a crack shot and has a mean right hook.

Ha'iku Mahalulu
Ha'iku is an entrepreneuress, and co-owner in a luau dancer doll stand, which
attracts tourists from all over the islands because of their renowned selection

of dancing dolls, typically displayed on tourists' dashboards upon their return

home. Ha'iku is friendly and enthusiastic, and is well-known all over the islands
for her happy disposition.

Keiki Kealoha
Keiki is the daughter of one of Oahu's most treasured men. Her family has

owned a large piece of  stunning beach front  property for  generations,  and
vowed to keep it, despite the multi-million dollar offers they received almost

weekly  from  developers.  She  is  passionate  about  Hawaii  and  the  original

Polynesian culture, and is not afraid to stand up for  her family and Hawaii
when she feels someone is speaking ill of either. 
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Halulu (Hal) Okole
Halulu, more commonly known as “Hal”, is a detective, and one of the island's

most notorious. His quick-witted sarcasm is second only to his shoot-first-and-

ask-questions-later approach to law enforcement, and it seems not a week
goes by without him ending up in a sticky situation of some sort. Good thing

his partner, the vivacious Makala Wahini, is usually not far away, and has made

bailing him out of dangerous situations her number one priority.

Keanu Keawe
Ex-surfing champion Keanu Keawe is a native of Hawaii, and a celebrated local
celebrity. In spite of his surfing fame, he recently retired from competing to

start his own business, teaching women on vacation how to surf. His business

is  thriving,  partially  thanks  to  his  startling  good  looks  and  his  charisma.
Needless to say, he has a reputation for being a real ladies' man.

Jackson Haines
Jackson Haines is one of the richest real estate moguls on the island. His track 
record is immaculate, and his client list reads like a whose who of celebrities 

and the world's wealthy. He is a no-nonsense businessman who thinks of 

nothing but the bottom line, a practice responsible for his unbelievable wealth 
and success.
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